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Abstract. Even though remote collaboration through telepresence is supported 
by a variety of devices and display environments, it still has some inherent 
problems. One of these problems is the definition of a unified spatial reference 
system for the shared workspace in combination with an immersive representa-
tion of the collaborator. To mitigate this problem we propose a technique we 
call spatial mirroring. It is based on a virtual collaboration environment using 
two curved displays and aims to eliminate possible communication errors due to 
left/right misunderstandings. We explain the working principle and ideas be-
hind spatial mirroring, and present two consecutive user studies in which we 
were able to verify its benefits. 
Keywords: Remote collaboration; Telepresence; Orientation problem; Spatial 
reference; Mirroring. 

1 Introduction 

Over the last decade remote collaboration and telepresence have been widely re-
searched and became available to many users (e.g. Skype1). A first vision of remote 
collaboration [8] was sketched in the Starfire video prototype [14]. Since then many 
projects integrated the remote collaboration system into the actual working environ-
ment of the user and created the illusion of being there [7, 11]. Recently the Mi-
rageTable [1] combined two differently-oriented display areas with a stereoscopic 
projection of a remote collaborator allowing three-dimensional collaboration. Beside 
this, additional horizontal displays have also been used to visualize a remote collabo-
rator’s interactions based on video overlays on an entirely shared workspace [6]. Even 
a video representation of remote collaborators on additional vertical displays all 
around a horizontal display was proposed [4] and its effect on collaboration was eval-
uated [14]. However, these approaches suffer from a problem, which can even arise in 
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co-located collaboration settings: it is a priori unclear which of the different spatial 
reference systems of each collaborator someone refers to [16]. Collaborators can 
share the same point of view, which minimizes reference problems, but this also de-
stroys the feeling of ‘being there’ in a remote collaboration scenario. Contrary to this 
the collaborators can be positioned on different sides of the shared workspace [10], 
which offers a good immersion but suffers from different spatial reference systems. 
While this problem can be mitigated with gazes and gestures in a co-located setting it 
is hard to properly transfer these additional collaboration information into a remote 
system. As speakers tend to use their own spatial reference system more often during 
collaborative tasks [12] this can become a problem during remote collaboration. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Different views of the same table: (A) User 1: normal view, (B) User 2: normal view, 
(C) User 2: horizontally mirrored, (D) User 2: horizontally mirrored and content on the table 
additionally horizontally mirrored (spatially mirrored). Using a spatially mirrored visualization 
reduces misunderstandings about left and right and reduces selection times and error rates. 

We propose a technique called spatial mirroring to overcome such spatial reference 
problems in remote collaboration environments. Spatial mirroring is basically a seam-
less combination of the two metaphors ‘over a table’ and ‘through a glass window’ 
described by Ishii et al. [5] and is based on the collaboration concept of the Perspec-
tiveTable [3]. Based on two curved displays [17, 18] we utilize a double mirroring 
effect to align the spatial reference systems for both users in terms of left and right. 
Instead of ‘my left’ and ‘your left’ spatial mirroring creates ‘our left’ across the entire 
working area. In two consecutive user studies we were able to verify the benefits of 
spatial mirroring compared to a non-mirrored visualization. 

2 Spatial Mirroring 

A seamless virtual remote collaboration environment including differently oriented 
working areas allows for modifying the spatial reference system of a user without 
making this explicit or obvious. This way both users can refer to the same ‘left’ and 
‘right’, while objects on the table still remain upside down for the opposite collabora-
tor. (see Fig. 1.a and d). This avoids confusion and explanations about whose ‘left’ or 
‘right’ they reference to. 

Our setup for spatial mirroring is therefore based on a remote collaboration envi-
ronment similar to the PerspectiveTable [3]. It is also based on two curved displays 
located in different cities. Using this setup spatial mirroring is realized with a mirror-
ing along the central vertical axis of the entire video image using a simple pixel 
shader on one of the displays (see Fig. 1.b to c). While this is sufficient for content 
located vertically between both collaborators, an additional mirroring step is needed 



for content in the shared horizontal workspace to eliminate the problem of mirror-
inverted appearance caused by the first mirroring (see Fig. 1.c). We are aware that this 
isn’t the only possible combination of mirroring effects to achieve a spatial mirroring. 
But as we already used shaders to correct the image distortion caused by the curved 
displays we could implement the first mirroring step without much extra cost. 

We opted for a virtual avatar like the PerspectiveTable [3] instead of a real video 
image as this allows us to make spatial mirroring go unnoticed. A mirrored video 
image of a known person can be easily identified. In case of a virtual avatar only the 
inverted handedness of the remote collaborator might reveal the mirroring. 

3 Evaluation of Spatial Mirroring 

To evaluate spatial mirroring we conducted two consecutive studies. The first study 
explored the basic effects on users’ performance during simple selection tasks while 
the second study investigated the effects on actual collaboration. Participants of this 
second study solved a puzzle with a remote collaborator. The results of the first study 
show that users performed significantly better in terms of speed and error rate using 
spatial mirroring. The video analysis of the second study revealed that users also 
adapt to the mirrored reference system without problems. Both studies were conduct-
ed with curved displays of similar specifications to BendDesk and Curve [17, 18]. 

3.1 Study 1. 

In this study a virtual avatar at the opposite end of the remote collaboration table 
asked the participants to select one out of ten virtual playing cards. The cards’ posi-
tion was described relatively to the outer left or outer right cards using different in-
struction types (see Fig. 2.). 

Participants and Design.  
19 participants took part in the study (9 females, 10 males, aged between 19 and 59, 
all right-handed). We used three different instructions (audio, pointing and au-
dio+pointing) to describe the cards’ position and two different visualizations (normal 
and mirrored) of the collaboration environment as within-group factors. The combi-
nation of these factors was counterbalanced with an 8×8 Latin square resulting in 64 
actual selection tasks per participant. As both visualizations are the same for the in-
structions audio and pointing we interpreted the results of the normal visualization 
separately for both visualizations.  

Task and Procedure.  
The participants were seated centered in front of the display. They had a training 
phase prior to the study where they were asked to select one out of two virtual playing 
cards using all instruction types of the study. There was no feedback if the selection 
was right or wrong during the entire study. 



Instruction Type: We used three different instruction types: audio, pointing, and au-
dio+pointing. For audio the participants were asked to select a particular card (“third 
card from the left”). In the pointing condition the avatar only pointed at that particular 
card while he combined both instructions in the audio+pointing condition (see Fig. 
2.). 

Visualization: Two different visualizations were used: normal and mirrored. In the 
normal condition the avatar referred to his left and right of the table, which could lead 
to a mismatch between audio and pointing in the combined condition (see Fig. 2.a). In 
the mirrored visualization the avatar referred to the mirrored spatial system and used 
left and right accordingly (see Fig. 2.b). 

 
Fig. 2. Task design of our first study: A virtual avatar asked the participant to select a specific 
card from a row of ten cards using three types of instructions: audio, pointing, audio+pointing. 
The display was (A) not mirrord or (B) spatially mirrored across these three conditions. 

Measures.  
We measured two types of objective data: selection time and errors. Selection time 
was defined as the time between the mention of the location information (end of the 
instruction) and the actual selection of a card by the participant via touch. It was also 
logged if the selection was correct. In the case of audio and pointing these measures 
were interpreted separately for normal and mirrored based on the same input data. 
After each session, participants answered an online questionnaire. 

Statistical Tests and Analysis.  
Objective data was analyzed using a repeated measures analysis of variances 
(ANOVA). In cases in which the assumption of sphericity was violated, we used a 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction. 

Results.  
As selection times for audio and pointing were identical due to the study design the 
selection times of the visualizations only differed for the audio+pointing instruction.  
Interestingly we still found a significant main effect of the visualization (F1,18 = 
12.628, p < .05) with mirrored (1953 ms) being faster than normal (2095 ms) across 
all instruction types. Besides instruction also had a significant effect on selection 



times (F2,17 = 19.212, p < .05). Post-hoc tests revealed significant differences between 
audio (2275 ms) and pointing (1642 ms) and also between audio+pointing (2156 ms) 
and pointing. Audio+pointing was even slightly slower than audio only in the normal 
visualization. We believe this is caused by the inconsistency between the audio and 
gestural instruction for audio+pointing in the normal visualization, which might have 
created a higher cognitive load. 

There were also significant main effects of the visualization (F1,18 = 222.493, p < 
.05) with the spatial mirror (99%) being more correct across all instructions compared 
to normal (43%). This difference is caused by the large number of errors due to differ-
ing audio+pointing instructions in terms of left and right in the normal visualization – 
only 29% of these selections were correct while 100% of them were correct in the 
mirrored visualization. The instruction also had a significant effect (F2,36 = 18.691, p < 
.05) on the correctness of selection. Post-hoc tests revealed that pointing (100 %) 
performed best compared to audio+pointing (64 %) and audio (49 %) (all p < .05) 
across both visualizations. Besides we also found a significant interaction effect be-
tween visualization and instruction (F1.074,19.340 = 82.899, p < .05). Looking at each 
instruction separately shows that the mirrored visualization achieves nearly 100% 
correctness for all instructions while the normal visualization suffers from nearly 0% 
correctness in the audio only and 29% in the audio+pointing scenario. 

3.2 Study 2 

The second study consisted of a puzzle solving task with a remote collaborator similar 
to the study of Gergle et al. [2]. Two participants had to solve a 4×4 puzzle on the 
shared virtual table sitting remotely face-to-face while on screen was spatially mir-
rored to unify the collaborative working environment. 

Participants and Design.  
16 participants (8 females, 8 males, aged between 21 and 31, 14 right-handed) were 
split into 8 teams (two participants per team). These teams were divided into two 
groups based on the visualizations already used in the first study: normal (no mirror-
ing and no mentioning of the purpose of the study) and mirrored with an explicit ex-
planation of the mirroring prior to the study. The remote collaborator was visualized 
with an animated virtual avatar based on Kinect tracking data for both groups. 

Task and Procedure.  
The participants received a short introduction and training by solving a simple 3×3 
puzzle on their own using direct touch. Afterwards the remote connection and an 
audio channel were established and the participants started to solve a 4×4 puzzle 
which showed an abstract tribal face in black and white (see Fig. 3). To enforce col-
laboration during the study one third at each end of the virtual table was only availa-
ble to the corresponding user at that side. This way the users had to ask their collabo-
rators for a specific tile if they could not access it. 



Measures.  
We recorded each session at both displays in order to analyze the participants’ behav-
ior and interaction with the display. We counted the spatial descriptions of different 
puzzle tile positions during a session (left/right, front/back) and its according spatial 
reference system. We also counted pointing, description of the tile content and tile 
movement for each participant. Each description was also categorized into one of 
three categories: successful (e.g., participant received a tile after asking for it and 
describing its position), not-successful (e.g., collaborator moved the wrong tile), and 
descriptive (e.g., “I will drag this tile over here.”). The participants answered an 
online questionnaire based on 5 point Likert scales after solving the puzzle. 

 

 
Fig. 3. A participant during the second study with a nearly complete puzzle and her remote 
collaborator in front of her. 

Statistical Tests and Analysis.  
Due to the limited number of participants and the subjective video analysis we didn’t 
run statistical tests with the data and use frequencies instead to report our findings. 
They balance numeric differences in terms of left/right references, which might occur 
due to the explanation prior the mirrored condition compared to the normal condition. 
We combined the subjective ratings of the participants into 3 bins: ‘Agree’ (‘1’ & 
‘2’), ‘Neutral’ (‘3’), and ‘Disagree’ (‘4’ & ‘5’). 

Results.  
We recorded a total of 117 pointing and movement references and descriptions during 
the study. Some Participants also pointed at tiles or moved them to describe other tiles 
next to them. This happened to similar extents in both groups and therefore doesn’t 
constitute a difference. 

Normal: Surprisingly only 20% of the participants used their own reference system 
for left/right instructions, of which 88% were successful. This is possibly due to the 
rather unfamiliar remote collaboration setting [12]. In most cases they added the re-



spective reference system (e.g., “on your left side”) to the instruction and if they 
didn’t their collaborator asked. Interestingly only 50% stated afterwards that they 
mirrored left and right in order to describe a tile’s position. In terms of front and back, 
65% used their reference system, which worked quite well (67% success, only 25% 
reported communication problems regarding “in front” and “in the back”). 

Mirrored: All participants of this group used the unified spatial reference system 
regarding left and right: 62% were requests (88% successful) and 38% were descrip-
tive. We found no usage of the pre-mirrored collaborator’s reference system in this 
group. The self-assessment of the participants backs these results: 88% stated that 
they didn’t have problems to determine what was ‘left’ and ‘right’. Nevertheless, 25% 
reported communication problems regarding ‘left’ and ‘right’ after the study. 80% of 
the front/back references were made according to the users’ own point of view; they 
were mainly used for descriptive purposes (71%). However participants reported 
communication problems (25%) and problems to determine what is in the front and 
back (50%) after the study. 

Further Findings: We noticed that subjects used an object’s relative position be-
tween other objects to describe its position during the entire study. Some participants 
even used the display shape as a reference (e.g., “in the curve”). Contrary to our ex-
pectations participants only used a visual description of specific tiles after having a 
rough idea of the entire image and didn’t describe specific visual properties of a tile. 
Finally, 88% agreed that a uniform point-of-view can help to avoid problems. 

4  Summary and Conclusion 

We presented spatial mirroring as a technique to avoid misunderstandings during 
remote collaboration about different interpretations of left and right. We implemented 
a spatial mirror based on a three-dimensional virtual collaboration environment simi-
lar to the Perspective Table [3]. We conducted two consecutive user studies to gather 
first insights on spatial mirroring. The first study showed that a spatially mirrored 
visualization not only allows faster selections but also minimizes selection errors. We 
assume that the faster selection times are due to a lower cognitive load during au-
dio+pointing instructions as the instructions do not conflict during the mirrored visu-
alization.  The same applies for the selection error: The difference between the in-
structions for audio+pointing in the normal visualization led to wrong selections, 
while the mirrored visualization was completed nearly without errors. The second 
study involving a more realistic collaboration showed that a spatial mirror can help to 
ease spatial descriptions between collaborators during remote collaboration. 

Based on these results we conclude that spatial mirroring can be used to ease re-
mote collaboration by providing a unified spatial reference system. It reduces selec-
tion times due to fewer spatial reference conflicts and helps to avoid communication 
problems caused by misunderstandings about left and right. Nevertheless, one has to 
keep in mind that the position of the content within a document on the horizontal 
working area is also horizontally inverted to avoid mirror-inverted content. It will be 
interesting to investigate if and how this affects remote collaboration with text-based 



content [8]. Beside this allowing to fluently change the seating position around the 
virtual table could help to enhance the feeling of ‘being-there’. Finally the generaliza-
tion to more than two users will be very interesting as it can be achieved by modify-
ing the avatar movements to fit the virtual seating arrangement in each case but also 
opens up a lot of new questions about unified spatial references for all collaborators. 
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